Prepositions of Time and Place

TIME
- *in* a year, a month, or a week (for a specific event):
  - in 1993
  - in June
  - in the first week
  Example: I passed the exam in June 1993.

- *during* a year, a month, or a week (for action spread over time):
  - during 1993
  - during June
  Example: I studied during April and May.

- *in* a period of the day:
  - in the morning
  - in the afternoon
  - at night
  - at noon

- *on* a specific day:
  - on Wednesday
  - on March 20

- *at* a specific time:
  - at 3 p.m.
  - at dawn
  - at dinner time

PLACE
- *in* a country, province, city:
  - in Canada
  - in Vancouver

- *on* a street:
  - on West 14th St.
  - on the highway

- *at* a specific location:
  - at home
  - at the University
  - at Metrotown

- *in* a specific location surrounded by something else:
  - in the bedroom
  - in the cupboard
  - in the park